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Abstract
Crowdsourcing is a popular paradigm for soliciting forecasts on future events. As people may have
different forecasts, how to aggregate solicited forecasts into a single accurate prediction remains to be
an important challenge, especially when no historical accuracy information is available for identifying
experts. In this paper, we borrow ideas from the peer prediction literature and assess the prediction accu-
racy of participants using solely the collected forecasts. This approach leverages the correlations among
peer reports to cross-validate each participant’s forecasts and allows us to assign a “peer assessment
score (PAS)” for each agent as a proxy for the agent’s prediction accuracy. We identify several empiri-
cally effective methods to generate PAS and propose an aggregation framework that uses PAS to identify
experts and to boost existing aggregators’ prediction accuracy.
We evaluate our methods over 14 real-world datasets and show that i) PAS generated from peer
prediction methods can approximately reflect the prediction accuracy of agents, and ii) our aggregation
framework demonstrates consistent and significant improvement in the prediction accuracy over existing
aggregators for both binary and multi-choice questions under three popular accuracy measures: Brier
score (mean square error), log score (cross entropy loss) and AUC-ROC.
1 Introduction
Crowd forecasts have proved its power in many application scenarios, ranging from predicting business
events (Lang et al., 2016), forecasting geopolitical events (Friedman et al., 2018), to recently shown results
in forecasting science reproducibility (Camerer et al., 2018; Dreber et al., 2015). The birth of several ma-
jor online crowdsourcing platforms1 has also made it relatively easy to harness this power. A companion
question to soliciting crowd forecasts is how to aggregate them effectively to make more accurate forecasts.
When the principal has access to a certain number of realized events to evaluate historical performance
of each forecaster, machine learning methods and weighted aggregators can be trained to generate accurate
aggregated predictions. Nonetheless, for crowd forecasting systems, it is usually too costly to get a crowd
of forecasters with known historical performance (as it usually takes one to several months for a forecasting
question of interest to be revealed).
Without historical performance information, the common approaches to aggregate forecasts are simple
mean, median, and majority voting. Recently introduced cognitive models further boost the performance
via extremizing predictions (e.g., logit model (Satopa¨a¨ et al., 2014)). These have been the state of the art
for many single-question applications. Inference models are often built to perform aggregations (Liu et al.,
2012; Oravecz et al., 2014, 2015) across multiple questions. They mostly focus on aggregating label infor-
mation (instead of predicted probabilities) and assume that the forecasts follow a certain generative model.
As a result, these inference-based aggregators are not robust enough to forecasts collected under varied con-
ditions. Furthermore, they are less intuitive and at times can be challenging for the designer to explain how
a certain forecast is generated.
1For example, Amazon Mechanical Turks (www.mturk.com), PredictIt (www.predictit.org) and GJOpen (www.gjopen.com)
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We aim for simple and intuitive methods that can integrate with existing aggregators universally and that
that have consistently good performance. Our idea is as follows: for each forecaster, though we don’t know
the ground truths, we can leverage forecasts from other peer forecasters to generate a proxy that potentially
positively correlates with the forecaster’s true prediction accuracy. We name such evaluations as peer as-
sessment scores (PAS). We then apply PAS into forecast aggregators via weighing more on predictions from
forecasters with better PAS.
We tailor several peer prediction methods (Waggoner and Chen, 2014; Radanovic et al., 2016; Shnayder
et al., 2016; Witkowski et al., 2017; Liu and Chen, 2018) and investigate their use as PAS. Peer prediction
methods have been recently proposed and studied as reward mechanisms that uses peer reports to incentivize
truthful or high-quality forecasts in the absence of ground truths. Our work can be viewed as an application
of peer prediction methods in forecast aggregation.
Based on our experiments on 14 established human forecasting datasets from different projects, we iden-
tify two styles of PAS that strongly correlate with the true accuracy. One is based upon the peer prediction
method, the proxy scoring rules (Witkowski et al., 2017), and another, the surrogate scoring rules (Liu and
Chen, 2018). In addition, we show that by simply selecting top forecasters according to these two styles
of PAS and applying the simple mean or logit aggregator, we can consistently and significantly improve
the aggregation accuracy over various types of renowned aggregators under all of three popular accuracy
metrics, Brier scoring rule (square error), log scoring rule (cross-entropy loss) and AUC-ROC.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one to carry out a large scale and systematic analysis
over a diverse set of data to investigate the usage of peer prediction in boosting aggregation performance.
We showed the success of this approach over a variety of existing aggregators. Our work also confirms the
recent findings of “superforecasters” (Mellers et al., 2015) and “a smaller but smarter crowd” (Goldstein
et al., 2014), where a subset of sophisticate forecasters from the crowd outperforms the whole crowd in
forecasting. Our approach and results complement the literature by showing how this is doable without
accessing historical data.
1.1 Related Work
Our idea of PAS, which aims to measure an agent’s prediction accuracy in the absence of ground truth
information, is derived from peer prediction methods. They are methods that reward an agent’s predictions
for its quality using only other peers’ predictions. They include (Prelec, 2004; Miller et al., 2005; Witkowski
and Parkes, 2012; Radanovic et al., 2016; Kong et al., 2016; Agarwal et al., 2017; Witkowski et al., 2017;
Liu and Chen, 2018; Goel and Faltings, 2018).
Our proposed PAS-aided aggregators belong to the forecast aggregation methods. Existing methods in-
clude aggregators that try to remove potential psychology bias in human predictions (Satopa¨a¨ et al., 2014;
Allard et al., 2012; Ranjan and Gneiting, 2010; Prelec et al., 2017), and methods that use statistical infer-
ence (Liu et al., 2012; Oravecz et al., 2014; Lee and Danileiko, 2014; McCoy and Prelec, 2017). Section 5.2
gives a detailed description of existing methods.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Forecast aggregation problem
Consider the scenario that a set of agentsM is recruited to make forecasts on a set of events (questions)N .
Events. Each event, indexed by i, is a binary2 random variable Yi, representing the event outcome. Yi is
2Unless explicitly stated, our methods and results can be extended to multi-choice events easily. The extensions and the corre-
sponding results are in Section 3 of the supplementary material.
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drawn from a Bernoulli distribution Bern(qi) with unknown qi ∈ [0, 1]. We denote yi the realized outcome
(ground truth outcome). To illustrate, an event i could be “will the Democrats win the 2020’s election?” The
outcome is either “Yes” (Yi = 1), or “No” (Yi = 0). qi = 0.5 means that the Democrats has 50% chance to
win, and yi = 1 means that the Democrats turned out to win the election.
Agents. Each agent, indexed by j, forecasts on a subset of events Nj ⊆ N . Nj could either be assigned
by the crowdsourcing system or be selected by agent j itself. We denote the set of agents who forecast on
event i byMi. The prediction that agent j made on event i is a probability pij ∈ [0, 1]. In some settings,
agents are only asked to make binary prediction. In this case, pij ∈ {0, 1}. We denote pi := (pij)j∈Mi and
P := {pij}i∈N ,j∈Mi .
Forecast aggregation problem. The forecast aggregation problem is to design an aggregation function
F : [0, 1]N×M → [0, 1]N that takes predictions P from agents on all events as input, and outputs an
aggregated prediction qˆi ∈ [0, 1] for each event i. The objective of the design is to make the aggregated
predictions as accurate as possible.
Two typical (existing) aggregators we will involve are
• Mean (Mean): FMean(P ) = (FMeani (pi))i, where FMeani (pi) = 1|Mi|∑j∈Mi pij , and
• logit mean (Logit):F Logit(P ) =
(
F
Logit
i (pi)
)
i
, whereF Logiti (pi) = sigmoid
(
α
|Mi|
∑
j∈Mi logit(pij)
)
and α = 2 (Satopa¨a¨ et al., 2014).
Other existing aggregators we will involve are the surprisingly popular algorithm (SP) FSP(P ), and the
variational inference for crowdsourcing (VI) FVI(P ). They will be introduced in detial in Section 5.2.
2.2 Evaluation of prediction accuracy
The strictly proper scoring rules. Strictly proper scoring rules (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007) are standard
ways to measure the accuracy of a prediction. Given a prediction qˆi and a ground truth outcome yi, a strictly
proper scoring rule assigns the prediction an accuracy score S(qˆi, yi) such that the strictly proper condition
holds, i.e., ∀qi, qˆi(qˆi 6= qi),
Eyi∼Bern(qi) [S(qi, yi)] < Eyi∼Bern(qi) [S(qˆi, yi)] . (1)
This condition says that the expected score should be strictly minimized when the prediction qˆi is equal to
the true happening probability qi. Strictly proper scoring rules include
• Brier score (the square error):
SBrier(qˆi, yi) = (qˆi − yi)2 + ((1− qˆi)− (1− yi))2,
• log scoring rule (the cross entropy loss):
S log(qˆi, yi) = −yi log(qˆi)− (1− yi) log(1− qˆi).
AUC-ROC. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUC-ROC) (Davis and Goadrich, 2006)
is another popular accuracy metric, and will also be used in this paper.
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3 Aggregation via Peer Assessment
Before introducing specific PAS that highly correlates with the true accuracy, we first present both theoretical
and empirical evidence in Section 3.1 that aggregating with the accuracy information of agents, we can
improve the true accuracy of resulted aggregated predictions. Then, in Section 3.2, we formalize the notion
of PAS and bearing this notion in mind, we detail our general aggregation framework utilizing PAS. Last
but not the least, we introduce in Section 4 the instantiations of PAS that lead to excellent aggregation
performance.
3.1 Aggregation via true accuracy
We first show theoretically that weighing predictions according to the order of mean Brier scores of agents
evaluated against the ground truths can improve the prediction accuracy of Mean aggregator under certain
conditions. Consider the following settings: Suppose pij = qi + j ,∀i, j. j is a zero-mean random noisy
of agent j with an unknown variance σ2j . Denoting the mean Brier score that agent j receives over event set
Nj as s¯Brierj and denoting the non-increasing order of {s¯Brierj }j∈M as τ , we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. When using a weighted mean aggregator on an event i, for any weight vector u that is not in
order τ , there always exists a weight vector w in order τ that generates an aggregated prediction with a
smaller expect Brier score, when |Nj |,∀j are sufficiently large. 3
Empirically, on each event, we selected a set of top agents w.r.t. the mean Brier scores they received,
and then applied Mean (or Logit) only on their predictions. The resulted aggregated predictions outperform
the benchmarks on a majority of the 14 datasets we tested (see Section 5.4). 4
3.2 Aggregation using PAS
In contrast to the true accuracy that is scored against the ground truth, PAS score a prediction against the
predictions of other agents. Therefore, unlike the true accuracy, PAS can be computed for all crowdsourcing
forecasting scenarios, with no ground truth information required. Formally, a PAS score for any event setN
and agent setM is a function R : [0, 1]N×M → [0, 1]M , which takes all predictions P from agents as input
and then, output a single score sj for each agent j ∈ M. The score of each agent should reflect the average
prediction accuracy of that agent.
With the notion of PAS in mind, we introduce our aggregation framework utilizing PAS. The intuition of
our framework is straightforward: If we rely more on the predictions from top agents with higher accuracy
indicated by PAS in the aggregation, we shall hopefully derive more accurate aggregated predictions. In
general, we can incorporate PAS into the aggregation process via the following three steps:
1. Compute a PAS score sj for each agent j ∈M.
2. Choose a weight scheme that weight agents’ predictions according to the scores sj , j ∈M.
3. Choose a base aggregator and applies the weight scheme to generate the aggregated predictions.
Each step has multiple concrete design choices, which will influence the accuracy of the final aggregated
predictions and can be customized case by case. In step 1, different realizations of PAS could be possible
3 The “sufficiently large” refers to that the empirical mean Brier score of an agent asymptotically approaches to its expected
mean Brier score. 20∼30 events are sufficiently large based on our observations in experiments. The proof is in the supplementary
material.
4Selecting a subset of agents to aggregate is a special case of weighing predictions.
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Algorithm 1 Aggregation with peer assessment scores
1: Compute peer assessment scores (one of SSR, VIS, EMS, SPS) using all the predictions.
2: Rank agents according to their peer assessment scores.
3: For each event i, select predictions from top max(10% ·|Mi|, 10)5 agents who predicted, and run Mean
or Logit aggregator on these predictions.
candidates, while we prefer one that better reflects the true accuracy. In step 2, the weight scheme, for
example, can be either ranking the agents by PAS and selecting a subset of top agents to aggregate (rank-
ing & selection), or applying a softmax function to some affine transformation of PAS such that a higher
softmax value corresponds to a higher accuracy (softmax weights). In step 3, we can choose different base
aggregators.
We term the aggregators following this aggregation framework PAS-aided aggregators. As an example,
we present in Algorithm 1 the detailed PAS-aided aggregators we tested in this paper. In step 1, we used one
of four different realizations of PAS, SSR, VIS, EMS, and SPS, which are detailed in Section 4. In step 2,
we chose the ranking & selection scheme rather than the softmax weights, as the former can be applied to
any base aggregator and the hyper-parameter of the former, the percent of top agents selected (top max(10%
·|Mi|, 10) in Algorithm 1), has an straightforward physical interpretation. In primary experiments, these
two weight schemes show similar performance with best-tuned hyper-parameter. In step 3, we tested Mean
and Logit as the base aggregator.
4 Instantiations of PAS
In this section, we mainly introduce two families of instantiations of PAS that demonstrate both strong cor-
relation with the true accuracy and significant improvement in aggregation. One is built upon proxy scoring
rules (Witkowski et al., 2017) and the other is built upon surrogate scoring rules (Liu and Chen, 2018). We
also investigated the usage of other peer prediction methods as PAS including output agreement (Waggoner
and Chen, 2014), peer truth serum (Radanovic et al., 2016) and correlated agreement (Agarwal et al., 2017).
The results on these methods are presented in Section 4 of the supplementary material.
Proxy-scoring-rule-based PAS The proxy scoring rule applies a scoring rule S to a prediction against an
estimated proxy q˜i of the true probability qi instead of against the ground truth yi for an event i. For example,
when the Brier score is used, a prediction pij receives a score SBrier(pij , q˜i) under the proxy scoring rule,
instead of the true Brier score SBrier(pij , yi). In addition, the proxy q˜i should be estimated only from the
predictions provided by agents, but not from any ground truth information. When the used scoring rule S is
strictly proper (satisfying Eq. (1)) and q˜i is an unbiased estimate of qi, then the proxy scoring rule S(pij , q˜i)
is also strictly proper (Witkowski et al., 2017): ∀qi, pij(pij 6= qi),
Eq˜i|qi [S(qi, q˜i)] < Eq˜i|qi [S(pij , q˜i)] ,
which features a good metric for accuracy.
Our idea of using the proxy scoring rules as PAS is to use the off-the-shelf aggregators to obtain the
proxies q˜i, i ∈ N . If the aggregator we adopt is more accurate in expectation, then the proxy should be
less biased and the proxy scores should be closer to the true scores. The proxy-scoring-rule-based PAS,
PSR(P ;F, S), is formally presented in Algorithm 2. It scores predictions using a scoring rule S against
proxies q˜ generated by an aggregator F on P . S and F are design choices. Finally, it assigns each agent the
mean proxy score the agent receives over all the events it forecasted on. In the main content, we investigated
the following three instantiations of proxy-scoring-rule-based PAS.
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Algorithm 2 PSR(P ;F, S)
Input: All predictions P
Output: A score vector for all agents s = (s1, ..., s|M|)
1: q˜← F (P )
2: vij ← S(pij , q˜i),∀i ∈ N , j ∈Mi
3: sj ← 1|Nj |
∑
i∈Nj vij , ∀j ∈M
• Extremized-mean-based proxy scores (EMS):
EMS(P ) := PSR(P ;FEM, SBrier).
EMS use the extremized mean predictions as the proxies in the proxy scoring rule, where FEM(P ) =
(FEMi (pi)) and F
EM
i (pi) =
(FMeani (pi))
2
(FMeani (pi))
2+(1−FMeani (pi))2
. This is exactly the same proxy scoring rule pro-
posed and implemented in (Witkowski et al., 2017).
• Variational-inference-aided proxy scores (VIS):
VIS(P ) := PSR(P ;FVI, SBrier).
VIS use aggregated predictions generated by aggregator VI, FVI(P ), as proxies in the proxy scoring rule.
• Surprisingly-popular-algorithm-aided proxy score(SPS):
SPS(P, T ) := PSR(P, T ;FSP, SBrier).
SPS utilize the output predictions of the surprisingly popular algorithm SP, FSP(P ), as the proxies. SP
requires to ask agents additional information T , which will be introduced in detail in Section 5.2. In PSR,
T is only used to generate the aggregated predictions of SP.
Surrogate-scoring-rule-based PAS The logic of the surrogate scoring rules is to construct a noisy signal
(with known error rates) of the ground truth using all the predictions and then to use the noisy signal to score
the predictions in a de-bias manner. The score w.r.t. to the noisy signal is termed the surrogate score and is
an unbiased estimate of the true score. More specifically, suppose that zi is a noisy binary signal of event
outcome yi with error rates e0 := P(zi = 1|yi = 0) and e1 := P(zi = 0|yi = 1) (e0 + e1 6= 1). Then, an
unbiased estimate SSSR of the true score w.r.t. scoring rule S can be constructed as follows
SSSR(pij , zi; e0, e1) :=
(1− e1−zi)S(pij , zi)− eziS(pij , 1− zi)
1− e0 − e1 .
We have Ezi|yi
[
SSSR(pij , zi; e0, e1)
]
= S(pij , yi).
Next, we introduce how the noisy binary signal zi with error rates e0, e1 is constructed in (Liu and Chen,
2018). The surrogate scoring rule takes binary predictions of agents on all events as input, i.e., pij ∈ {0, 1},
and assumes that
• yi,∀i have the same but unknown marginal distribution p1 = P(yi = 1).
• For all i, j, pij is a noisy signal of the ground truth outcome yi with unknown error rates ej,0 and ej,1,
where ej,0 := P(pij = 1|yi = 0) and ej,1 := P(pij = 0|yi = 1), ∀i. In addition, {pij}j on event i are
assumed to be independent conditioned on yi.
For all i ∈ N , let zi be uniformly randomly chosen from predictions {pij}j on event i. zi,∀i have the
same error rates e0 and e1 (e0 = 1M
∑
j ej,0 and e1 =
1
M
∑
j ej,1) across all events. Denoting ri,1, ri,2, ri,3
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Algorithm 3 SSR(P ;S)
Input: All predictions P
Output: A score vector for all agents s = (s1, ..., s|M|)
1: Uniformly randomly select predictions with replacement zi, ri,1, ri,2, ri,3 from pi for all i ∈ N .6
2: c1 ←
∑
i∈N 1{ri,1=1}
N ; c2 ←
∑
i∈N 1{ri,1=ri,2=1}
N ; c3 ←
∑
i∈N 1{ri,1=ri,2=ri,3=1}
N
3: a← c3−c1c2
c2−c21
; b← c1c3−c22
c2−c21
4: e0 ← a2 −
√
a2−4b
2 ; e1 ← 1− a2 −
√
a2−4b
2
5: vij ← SSSR(pij , zi; e0, e1), ∀i, j
6: sj ← 1|Nj |
∑
i∈Nj vij , ∀j ∈M
the three predictions we uniformly randomly sample with replacement from all predictions on event i, we
can then use Eq. (2) ∼ (4) to estimate approximately the unknown e0, e1 together with p1.
(1− p1)e0 + p1(1− e1) =
∑
i∈N 1{ri,1 = 1}
N
(2)
(1− p1)e20 + p1(1− e1)2 ≈
∑
i∈N 1{ri,1 = ri,2 = 1}
N
(3)
(1− p1)e30 + p1(1− e1)3 ≈
∑
i∈N 1{ri,1 = ri,2 = ri,3 = 1}
N
(4)
The lefthands of Eq. (2) ∼ (4) are the theoretical probabilities of a single, a double and a triple draws of
zi for each event i turning out to be all 1, respectively. The righthands are the observed real frequencies of
a single, a double and a triple draws of predictions on an event turning out to be all 1. In non-trivial cases,
there always exists a unique solution to these three equations while satisfies e1 + e0 < 1 and p1 ∈ [0, 1].
Given this unique solution, the surrogate score for each prediction can thus be calculated, and the surrogate-
scoring-rule-based PAS for each agent is the mean of the surrogate scores of its predictions. The unique
solution and the surrogate-scoring-rule-based PAS SSR(P ;S) are formally presented in Algorithm 3. S
is a design choice. In the main content, we used the instantiation SSR(P ;SBrier), which is abbreviated by
SSR.
We’d like to emphasize the differences between proxy-scoring-rule-based and surrogate-scoring-rule-
based PAS. The performance of the former highly depends on the unbiasedness of the aggregator used.
If the aggregator is heavily biased on given data, the accuracy of these scores will decrease significantly.
In contrast, surrogate scoring rules try to estimate the bias of noisy signals first and then remove the bias
in the score estimation. In that sense, surrogate-scoring-rule-based PAS is expected to be more robust to
different data. On the other hand, proxy-scoring-rule-based PAS can easily take use of any newly proposed
aggregators. In Section 5.5, we show that the correlations of these PAS and the true accuracy are strong in
most of the 14 datasets we tested.
5 Experimental results
In this section, we present a comprehensive performance study on PAS and PAS-aided aggregators over 14
human judgment datasets from renowned projects.
6For each event i, we can select the prediction from each agent j ∈ Ni with probabilities proportional to 1|Mj | so as to achieve
the uniformly randomly selection.
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Datasets GJP HFC MIT
# of binary questions 94∼122 88 50∼90
# of participants 900∼3K 80∼400 20∼50
Avg. # of ans. per ques. 300∼1K 30∼200 20∼50
Avg. # of ans. per parti. 40∼60 20∼40 50∼90
# of multi-choice ques. 8∼40 100 0
Table 1: Main statistical facts about binary events and # of multiple-choice questions on GJP, HFC and MIT
datasets.
5.1 Datasets
We evaluated PAS and PAS-aided aggregators on 14 datasets collected from three well-known human crowd-
sourcing forecasting projects and works: the Good Judgement Project (GJP), the Hybrid Forecasting Project
(HFC) and some MIT behavioral studies. The 4 GJP datasets (Atanasov et al., 2016), denoted as G1∼G4,
and the 3 HFC datastes, denoted as H1∼H3, are mostly about forecasting geopolitical or economics events.
The 7 MIT datasets (Prelec et al., 2017), denoted as M1a, M1b, M1c, M2, M3, M4a, M4b, are from 7 human
judgment behavioral studies and have questions on topics ranging from capital of states, to the price interval
of artworks, and to some trivia knowledge.
These datasets are diverse in both the populations and collection conditions, ranging from researchers
in labs to workers recruited via online crowdsourcing platforms. They are also diverse in information rep-
resentations. All GJP, HFC datasets and datasets M1c, M2, M3 provide probabilistic predictions for events,
while datasets M1a, M1b, M4a, M4b only have yes/no binary predictions. Meanwhile, G2∼G4 and H1∼H3
contains a number of multi-choice events. Basic statistics of these datasets are presented in Table 1. 7 Details
can be found in Section 5 of the supplementary material.
5.2 Aggregation methods and benchmarks
Aggregators can be divided into single-task aggregators and multi-task aggregators. Single-task aggre-
gators generate an aggregated prediction for an event based only on the predictions on that event, i.e.,
F (P ) =
(
F1(p1), ..., FN (p|N |)
)
. Most of them are designed based on psychology models, and have good
performance in general. They include Mean and Logit. The surprisingly popular algorithm (SP) (Prelec
et al., 2017) is a recently proposed single-task aggregator. It asks agents an additional question. Specifically,
it asks each agent j to report both a vote pij ∈ {0, 1} on event i and an estimate tij about the percent of all
other agents who votes 1 (pij′ = 1, j′ 6= j). This addional question helps to fix the mis-calibration problem
of traditional single-task aggregators when the majority of agents are wrong. However, it can only output
binary prediction, which may give it a disadvantage when the accuracy metric favors probabilities.
SP outputs the outcome on which the actual voting rate is higher than the average of agents’ estimated
voting rates. Formally, we have
FSPi (pi, ti) = 1
{∑
j∈Mi
pij
|Mi| >
∑
j∈Mi
tij
|Mi|
}
.
A multi-task aggregator utilizes predictions on all tasks to generate an aggregated prediction for each
event. The logic of a multi-task aggregator is assuming that there exist some latent variables shared among
different events, e.g., the accuracy of an agent in making predictions, and then running statistical inference
methods to infer the latent variables as well as the outcomes of events. If the forecasting data potentially
7We filtered out the questions with less than 10 submitted predictions and the participants who predicted on less than 15
questions. It turned out that no questions were filtered out on GJP and MIT datasets but only a few from HFC datasets.
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Mean Logit VI SP
Mean-10 13, 0 7, 0 7, 1 5, 0
Logit-10 10, 1 10, 0 5, 0 6, 0
Table 2: The number (the first one in each cell) of datasets where a row aggregator (Mean or Logit applying on top
max(10%, 10) of agents, denoted as Mean-10 and Logit-10 respectively) significantly (p-value<0.05) outperform a
column aggregator (Mean, Logit, VI or SP), and the number (the second one in each cell) of datasets where a column
aggregator significantly outperform a row aggregator. Note that SP only applies to the 7 MIT datasets.
follows the probabilistic assumptions of their inference models, multi-task aggregators can significantly out-
perform single-task aggregators. These type of aggregators include variational inference for crowdsourcing
(VI) (Liu et al., 2012), culture consensus model (Oravecz et al., 2014), cognitive hierarchy model (Oravecz
et al., 2015). In particular, aggregator VI, FVI(P ), take binary predictions on all events as inputs, then run an
EM-like variational inference method to infer the happening probability of each outcome of events. These
probabilities are used as the final predictions for the events. A detailed description of function FVI can be
found in Section 1.1 of the supplementary material or in Section 3.2 of (Liu et al., 2012).
We choose Mean, Logit, VI and SP as benchmarks, as they are representative and widely-adopted
aggregators and are also diverse in the underlying logic. 8 Note that SP only applies to the 7 MIT datasets,
as others do not have the additional information required by SP.
5.3 Treatments and hype-parameters
In our experiments, we focused on four PAS, SSR, VIS, EMS, SPS, and their corresponding PAS-aidded
Mean and Logit aggregators. These 8 aggregators and the unique hyper-parameter (the percent of top agents
selected) are specified in Algorithm 1. The hyper-parameters of existing aggregators used as benchmarks as
well as the building blocks of our aggregators are the same as what they are in the works proposing these
aggregators. Same hyper-parameters are shared across all datasets.
5.4 Exp1: Aggregation with true accuracy
In this experiments, we show that by selecting top agents w.r.t. the true accuracy (mean Brier score against
ground truth) and aggregating their predictions with Mean or Logit, we can significantly improve the ag-
gregation accuracy over benchmarks on a majority of the 14 datasets (Table 2). This result supports the
possibilities of using our aggregation framework with PAS to do better aggregation.
5.5 Exp2: Correlations of PAS and true accuracy
We show the correlations between the four PAS, SSR, VIS, EMS and SPS, and the true accuracy on binary
events of the 14 datasets. Mean Brier score w.r.t. the ground truth is used as true accuracy metric. The results
(Fig. 1) show that each PAS we evaluated demonstrates a strong positive correlation with the true mean Brier
score (with correlation coefficient ≥ 0.8) on about half of the 14 datasets and positive correlation on ≥ 3/4
of the 14 datasets. Meanwhile, there is no statistically significant negative correlation found between these
PAS and the true accuracy. This results support using PAS to identify experts in crowds.
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Figure 1: The number of datasets in each level of correlation (measured by Pearson’s correlation coefficient
with p-value<0.05) between different individuals’ PAS scores and the mean Brier scores (SPS only applies
to the 7 MIT datasets)
Figure 2: Mean Brier scores of benchmarks and different PAS-aided aggregators with a varying number of
top agents selected on each event in aggregation on dataset GJP2.
5.6 Exp3: Smaller but smarter crowd w/o ground truth
In this section, we present a glance, on dataset G2, of the performance of PAS-aided aggregators and how
the choices in each of the three steps of our aggregation framework will influence the final accuracy (Fig 2).
We varied the number of top agents selected in different PAS-aided aggregators, while applied benchmarks
on all the predictions to serve as the cases where PAS is not used. Meanwhile, a Brier-score-(BS)-aided
aggregator is presented to show the “in hindsight” performance we could achieve if the assessment is as
accurate as if we know the ground truth.
Overall, we observed in Fig. 2 that PAS aggregators improve the accuracy of the corresponding base
aggregators and outperform other benchmarks when a proper base aggregator and a proper percent of top
agents are selected. In particular, the PAS-aided aggregators reach their optima when top 5%∼15% of agents
are selected. These observations confirm a couple of results showing that there often exists a smaller but
smarter crowd whose mean prediction outperforms that of the whole crowd (‘superforecasters” (Mellers
et al., 2015) and (Goldstein et al., 2014)). We demonstrate the possibility of uncovering this small group
based purely on the predictions made by the crowd.
5.7 Exp4: Performance of PAS-aided aggregators
In this section, we present the comprehensive performance comparison between our PAS-aided aggregators
and benchmarks. We mainly present the results on binary events using Brier score as the accuracy metric.
Similar results were observed when the log scoring rule or AUC-ROC were used as the accuracy metric
(Section 2 of the supplementary material) and when multi-choice events were considered (Table 4, and
Section 3 of the supplementary material).
Overall, these PAS-aided aggregators demonstrate consistent and significant improvements in the aggre-
gation accuracy. In particular, we have the following findings.
8Median is another popular forecast aggregator. However, in our experiments, the performance of median seldom outperforms
the better one of Mean and Logit on each datasets. Therefore, we omit the results using median as a benchmark.
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Score Base aggr. G1 G2 G3 G4 H1 H2 H3 M1a M1b M1c M2 M3 M4a M4b
SSR Mean .137 .079 .072 .063 .164 .188 .122 .359 .116 .114 .474 .436 .522 .303Logit .106 .053 .072 .039 .132 .187 .118 .587 .046 .058 .518 .556 .701 .422
VIS Mean .138 .065 .070 .059 .170 .187 .116 .459 .108 .107 .472 .451 .536 .278Logit .107 .054 .071 .039 .178 .195 .117 .715 .037 .028 .535 .579 .686 .376
EMS Mean .133 .088 .071 .068 .154 .183 .116 .574 .284 .295 .473 .446 .526 .414Logit .104 .059 .074 .043 .113 .195 .117 .844 .416 .291 .451 .565 .630 .503
SPS Mean nan nan nan nan nan nan nan .357 .116 .110 .479 .426 .550 .459Logit nan nan nan nan nan nan nan .542 .046 .033 .520 .553 .653 .550
Mean (benchmark) .206 .174 .114 .151 .212 .184 .143 .452 .347 .347 .480 .441 .473 .333
Logit (benchmark) .116 .080 .066 .065 .136 .174 .122 .681 .433 .357 .500 .562 .663 .485
VI (benchmark) .213 .072 .082 .085 .306 .350 .163 .595 .037 .000 .841 .610 .733 .345
SP (benchmark) nan nan nan nan nan nan nan .520 .200 .320 .900 .525 .689 .600
Table 3: The mean Brier score of different aggregators on binary events of 14 datasets. The best mean
Brier score among benchmarks on each dataset is marked by bold font. The mean Brier scores of 8 PAS-
aided aggregators that outperform the best of benchmarks on each dataset are highlighted in green; those
outperforming the second best of benchmarks are highlighted in yellow; the worst mean Brier scores over
all aggregators on each dataset are highlighted in red.
Observation 1. The accuracy improvement of PAS-aided aggregators is consistent across 14 datasets.
Table 3 shows that the mean Brier scores achieved by any PAS-aided Mean aggregators outperform
either the best or the second best mean Brier scores achieved by benchmarks over at least 10 out of 14
datasets. In addition, 6 of our aggregators (excluding EMS-Logit, VIS-Logit) never underperform the worst
of the benchmarks, demonstrating the robustness of our approach. In contrast, on 13 datasets the worst mean
Brier scores are achieved by a benchmark (with the only exception on dataset M1c). Each of the benchmarks
performs the worst on at least 2 datasets, and the mean Brier scores of our aggregators are always below 1/2
to 2/3 of the worst mean Brier scores achieved by the benchmarks.
Observation 2. The accuracy improvement of PAS-aided aggregators is statistically significant.
Table 4 shows both the number of datasets an PAS-aggregator significantly outperforms a bench-
mark and the number of datasets an PAS-aggregator significantly underperforms a benchmark for each
pair of a PAS-aggregator and a benchmark. In 16 out of total 32 pair-wise comparisons, #outperforms −
#underperforms ≥ 4 (highlighted in green in Table 4). Meanwhile, some PAS-aided aggregators never
significantly underperform some benchmarks (e.g., SSR-Mean, EMS-Mean, SPS-Mean to Logit).
Observation 3. SSR-aided and VIS-aided Mean show the best performance among all the aggregators
tested.
When compared with benchmarks, on 13 out of the 14 datasets, the two PAS-aided aggregators outper-
form either the best or the second best mean Brier score of benchmarks. Besides, when they are not the
best, their mean Brier scores’ gaps are within 0.03 to the best benchmark in GJP and HFC datasets, and are
within 0.12 in MIT datasets (Table 3). (Note that the full range of Brier score is [0, 2].) When compared
to other PAS-aided aggregators, they two also have the highest number of datasets where they significantly
outperform the benchmarks (Table 4 ).
6 Conclusion
In this paper, via extensive empirical analysis we demonstrate the possibility of using peer prediction to
evaluate the prediction accuracy of agents in the absence of the ground truth. We show that the peer assess-
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Binary events (14 datasets) Multiple-choice events (6 datasets)
Scores Base aggr. Mean Logit VI SP Mean Logit VI
SSR Mean 8, 1 6, 0 6, 2 4, 0 4, 0 1, 0 3, 0Logit 7, 2 4, 0 3, 0 4, 0 3, 0 1, 0 3, 0
VIS Mean 8, 1 6, 1 5, 2 4, 0 5, 0 3, 0 3, 0Logit 6, 3 4, 1 4, 0 4, 0 3, 0 1, 0 3, 0
EMS Mean 7, 2 4, 0 5, 2 3, 0 4, 0 3, 0 3, 0Logit 5, 4 1, 2 3, 3 2, 2 4, 0 2, 0 3, 0
SPS Mean 3, 2 5, 0 4, 2 4, 0 - - -Logit 2, 3 2, 0 1, 0 3, 0 - - -
Table 4: The two-sided paired t-test for the mean Brier score of each pair of a PAS-aided aggregator and a
benchmark. The first integer in each cell represents the number of datasets where the PAS-aided aggregator
achieves significantly smaller mean Brier score (with p-value<0.05), while the second integer in each cell
indicates the number of datasets where the benchmark achieves significantly smaller mean Brier score.
The cells, on binary events, where the # of outperforms exceeds the # of underperforms by at least 4 are
highlighted in green.
ment scores (PAS) can be incorporated into existing aggregation methods to effectively improve aggregation.
Several other variants and experiments are discussed in the supplementary material.
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Supplementary Material
1 Aggregation Methods and Benchmarks
1.1 Variational inference for crowdsourcing
Variational inference for crowdsourcing (VI), proposed in (Liu et al., 2012), is a computationally efficient
inference method that builds a statistical model on agents’ predictions over multiple questions to infer the
ground truths of these questions. To make our paper self-contained, we present a sketch of VI, which mainly
follows Section 3.2 of (Liu et al., 2012).
VI consider the following statistical settings (assumptions): Agents provide binary predictions, i.e., pij ∈
{0, 1} and have heterogeneous prediction abilities. Each agent j’s prediction ability is characterized by a
parameter cj , which is the correct probability of its predictions, i.e., cj = P(pij = yi), ∀i ∈ Nj . Moreover,
cj , ∀j are i.i.d. drawn from some beta distribution Beta(α, β) with an expectation no less than 0.5, i.e.,
Ecj∼Beta(α,β) ≥ 0.5,∀j.
The goal of VI is to compute the marginal distribution of yi under the above statistical assumptions.
The marginal distribution is then used as the aggregated prediction qˆi for event i. Let δij = 1{pij = yi}.
The joint posterior distribution of the agents’ abilities c := (c1, ..., c|M|) and the ground truth outcomes
y := (y1, ..., y|N |) conditioned on the predictions and hyper-parameter α, β is
P(c,y|{pij}ij , α, β}) ∝
∏
j∈M
P(cj |α, β) ∏
i∈Nj
c
δij
j (1− cj)(1−δij)
 . (1)
Therefore, the marginal distribution of yi is P(yi|{pij}ij , α, β) =
∑
yi=0,1,i∈N\{i}
∫
c P(c,y|{pij}ij , α, β})dc.
P(yi|{pij}ij , α, β) is computationally hard due to the summation of all yi, i ∈ N and the integration of
cj , j ∈ M. To solve this obstacle, VI adopts the mean field method. It approximates P(c,y|{pij}ij , α, β})
with a fully factorized distribution d(c,y) =
∏
i∈N µi(yi)
∏
j∈M νj(cj) for some probability distribution
function µi, i ∈ N and νj , j ∈M, and determines the best d(c,y) by minimizing the the KL divergence:
KL[d(c,y)|P(c,y|{pij}ij , α, β})] = −E(c,y)∼d(c,y)[log(P(c,y|{pij}ij , α, β}))]−
∑
i∈N
H(µi)−
∑
j∈M
H(νj)
(2)
H(·) is the entropy function. Noting the prior distribution of qj , j ∈ M is a Beta distribution, we could
derive the following mean field update using the block coordinate descent method:
Updating µi :µi(yi) ∝
∏
j∈Mi
a
δij
j b
1−δij
j , (3)
Updating νj :νi(cj) ∝ Beta(
∑
i∈Nj
µi(pij) + α,
∑
i∈Nj
µi(1− pij) + β), (4)
where aj = exp(Ecj∼νj [ln cj ]) and bj = exp(Ecj∼νj [ln(1 − cj)]). Let c¯j = Ecj∼νj [cj ]. Applying the first
order approximation ln(1 + x) ≈ x with x = cj−c¯jc¯j on aj and bj , we can get aj ≈ c¯j and bj ≈ 1− c¯j and
an approximate mean field update,
Updating µi :µi(yi) ∝
∏
j∈Mi
c¯
δij
j (1− c¯j)1−δij , (5)
Updating νj :c¯j =
∑
i∈Nj µi(pij) + α
|Nj |+ α+ β . (6)
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In our experiments, we used the two-coin model extension of VI (Liu et al., 2012), where the prediction
ability of an agent j is characterized by two parameters cj,0 and cj,1 with cj,0 := P(pij = 0|yi = 0) and
cj,1 := P(pij = 1|yi = 1). Consequently, the approximate mean field update is
Updating µi :µi(yi) ∝
∏
j∈Mi
c¯
δij
j,yi
(1− c¯j,yi)1−δij , yi ∈ {0, 1}, (7)
Updating νj :c¯j,k =
∑
i∈Nj µi(k) + α∑
i∈Nj 1{pij = k}+ α+ β
, k ∈ {0, 1}. (8)
2 Peer-assessment-score-aided (PAS-aided) Aggregators under Different Ac-
curacy Metrics
In this section, we introduce how to customize our PAS-aided aggregators to different accuracy metrics. In
particular, we present the examples of the customization when the log scoring rule or AUC-ROC is used as
the accuracy metric to evaluate the aggregated predictions. We also present the experimental results under
these two metrics. The results show that our PAS-aided aggregators still achieve consistent advantage over
existing aggregators under these two metrics.
2.1 Using log scoring rules as the accuracy metric
Like the Brier score, the log scoring rules, S log(qˆi, yi) = −yi log(qˆi)− (1− yi) log(1− qˆi), are also strictly
proper scoring rules that apply to a single prediction. Therefore, we can directly use S log as S in all of our
proposed PAS-aided aggregators. Consequently, our proxy-scoring-rule-based PAS are still strictly proper
if the proxies used are unbiased, and the surrogate-scoring-rule-based PAS are also unbiased w.r.t. the true
log scores. While, the consequent PAS-aided aggregators should be expected to have better performance
under the log scoring rules than the PAS-aided aggregators using Brier score as S. One thing to note is that
the log scoring rules are unbounded. A entirely wrong prediction will receive a infinity large score, i.e.,
S log(1, 0) = S log(0, 1) = +∞, which is not well-defined. Therefore, we change any prediction pij = 1 to
pij = 0.99 and any prediction pij = 0 to pij = 0.01.
The experimental results are shown in Table 5, Table 6 and Table 9 (for multi-choice events). The
accuracy metric is the mean log scoring rule, and our aggregators uses S log as the component S. The three
general results we observed in Section 5.7 of the main content.
2.2 Using AUC-ROC as the accuracy metric
It is not straightforward to construct a PAS-aided aggregators that are customized to AUC-ROC as the
accuracy metric. Because, AUC-ROC is not a strictly proper scoring rule, the properness property of the
proxy scoring rule and the unbiasedness property of the surrogate scoring do not hold if we directly use
AUC-ROC as S in our aggregators.
However, AUC-ROC is closely related to to the rank-sum scoring rule, which is a strictly proper scoring
rule (Parry et al., 2016) that only work for multiple predictions. The rank-sum scoring rule takes predictions
of an agent and the ground truths on multiple binary events as input and outputs a single score. Let
φi(pj) =
∑
i′∈Nj
1{pi′j < pij} −
∑
i′∈Nj
1{pi′j > pij}.
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Score Base aggr. G G G G H H H M M M M M M M
SSR Mean .246 .188 .148 .143 .314 .309 .212 .632 .226 .291 .669 .643 .911 .502Logit .155 .110 .135 .093 .209 .318 .282 1.542 .086 .138 .746 1.125 1.431 .920
VIS Mean .261 .134 .139 .126 .314 .310 .198 .642 .221 .236 .678 .644 .880 .441Logit .164 .115 .136 .091 .272 .334 .267 1.517 .075 .054 .805 1.097 1.495 .766
EMS Mean .307 .267 .156 .194 .304 .306 .216 .864 .419 .681 .673 .648 .924 .695Logit .184 .169 .140 .131 .170 .315 .290 1.862 .811 .819 .664 1.049 1.386 1.139
SPS Mean nan nan nan nan nan nan nan .502 .227 .338 .694 .617 .952 .836Logit nan nan nan nan nan nan nan .993 .099 .185 .819 .989 1.461 1.227
Mean (benchmark) .365 .322 .242 .296 .373 .313 .268 .633 .520 .521 .672 .634 .686 .497
Logit (benchmark) .185 .138 .131 .119 .205 .267 .257 1.338 .782 .524 .718 1.047 1.380 1.003
VI (benchmark) .499 .176 .198 .206 .712 .699 .384 1.356 .073 .010 1.859 1.385 1.463 .741
SP (benchmark) nan nan nan nan nan nan nan 1.205 .470 .745 2.078 1.216 1.593 1.389
Table 5: The mean log scores of different aggregators on binary events of 14 datasets. The best mean log
score among benchmarks on each dataset is marked by bold font. The mean log scores of 8 PAS-aided aggre-
gators that outperform the best of benchmarks on each dataset is highlighted in green; those outperforming
the second best of benchmarks are highlighted in yellow; those underperforming the worst of benchmarks
are highlighted in red.
Binary events (14 datasets) Multiple-choice events (6 datasets)
Scores Base aggr. Mean Logit VI SP Mean Logit VI
SSR
Mean 8, 1 6, 3 6, 2 6, 0 5, 0 1, 0 3, 0
Logit 7, 4 2, 0 5, 1 4, 0 4, 0 3, 0 3, 0
VIS
Mean 8, 1 6, 2 8, 2 6, 0 4, 0 0, 1 3, 0
Logit 6, 4 4, 1 5, 1 4, 0 4, 0 2, 0 3, 0
EMS
Mean 7, 4 5, 4 6, 2 4, 0 4, 0 3, 0 3, 0
Logit 5, 5 1, 3 5, 3 3, 2 4, 0 3, 0 3, 0
SPS
Mean 3, 2 4, 0 4, 2 5, 0
Logit 2, 3 3, 1 3, 1 3, 0
Table 6: The two-sided paired t-test for the mean log score of each pair of a PAS-aided aggregator and a
benchmark. The first integer in each cell represents the number of datasets where the PAS-aided aggregator
achieves the significantly smaller mean log score (with p-value<0.05), while the second integer in each cell
indicates the number of datasets where the benchmark achieves the significantly smaller mean log score.
The cells, on binary events, where the first number exceeds the second number by at least 4 are highlighted
in green.
The rank-sum scoring rule is
Srank(pj , {yi}i∈Nj ) = −
∑
i∈Nj
yiφi(pj).
Let Nj,0 be the number of events that agent j answered while the event outcome is 0, and let Nj,1 be
the number of events that agent j answered while the event outcome is 1. Let AUC(pj , {yi}i∈Nj ) be the
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AUC-ROC of agent j’s predictions pj . We have that (Parry et al., 2016)
AUC(pj , {yi}i∈Nj ) =
1
2
− 1
Nj,0Nj,1
Srank(pj , {yi}i∈Nj ).
Therefore, when Nj,0, Nj,1 are fixed, AUC-ROC is an affine transformation of the rank-sum scoring rule.
However, without any ground truth information, we cannot get Nj,0Nj,1. Instead, we use |Nj |2/4 as an
approximation to Nj,0Nj,1. Now, we can use 4|Nj |2S
rank(pj , {yi}i∈Nj ) as S in the PAS-aided aggregators.
These aggregators are expected to have better performance than the aggregators using Brier score as S, when
AUC-ROC is used as the accuracy metric to evaluate aggregated predictions.
The experimental results are shown in Table 7. The metric is AUC-ROC, and our aggregators uses
4
|Nj |2S
rank(pj , {yi}i∈Nj ) as the component S. The advantage of using our PAS-aided aggregators is still
consistent across datasets we tested. The statistical significance is not yet analyzed as the statistical signifi-
cance test methods for AUC-ROC are not well-established as other metrics like Brier score or log score.
Score Base aggr. G G G G H H H M M M M M M M
SSR Mean .978 .991 .982 .995 .960 .937 .966 .908 1.000 .998 .616 .744 .546 .861Logit .982 .994 .975 .996 .964 .939 .958 .908 1.000 .988 .653 .736 .542 .862
VIS Mean .978 .993 .983 .996 .954 .929 .958 .881 .999 1.000 .644 .746 .546 .847Logit .980 .993 .978 .997 .957 .929 .952 .881 .999 1.000 .704 .742 .542 .849
EMS Mean .980 .993 .982 .995 .957 .937 .961 .894 1.000 .998 .588 .745 .546 .845Logit .983 .995 .977 .996 .961 .938 .959 .894 1.000 .988 .631 .739 .542 .844
SPS Mean nan nan nan nan nan nan nan .910 1.000 1.000 .652 .757 .622 .806Logit nan nan nan nan nan nan nan .911 1.000 1.000 .716 .768 .625 .803
Mean (benchmark) .968 .984 .979 .987 .965 .944 .958 .845 .961 .961 .613 .757 .571 .828
Logit (benchmark) .976 .991 .979 .992 .969 .949 .965 .838 .968 .950 .644 .757 .597 .813
VI (benchmark) .914 .941 .945 .962 .928 .840 .905 .815 1.000 1.000 .549 .709 .561 .857
SP (benchmark) nan nan nan nan nan nan nan .740 .939 .861 .536 .781 .467 .412
Table 7: The AUC-ROC of different aggregators on binary events of 14 datasets. The best AUC-ROC among
benchmarks on each dataset is marked by bold font. The AUC-ROC of 8 PAS-aided aggregators that outper-
form the best of benchmarks on each dataset is highlighted in green; those outperforming the second best of
benchmarks are highlighted in yellow; those underperforming the worst of benchmarks are highlighted in
red.
3 Peer-assessment-score-aided (PAS-aided) Aggregators onMulti-choice Events
Most our proposed PAS-aided aggregators extend to multi-choice events directly. That is because most
of the scoring rules (Brier score, log score) (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007), aggregators (Mean, Logit, VI,
SP) (Satopa¨a¨ et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2012; Prelec et al., 2017), proxy scoring rules and surrogate scoring
rules (Witkowski et al., 2017; Liu and Chen, 2018) can be extended to multi-choice events. The exceptions
are the accuracy metric AUC-ROC, and the aggregators based on the rank-sum scoring rules we mentioned
in Section 2.2 in the supplementary material.
Although most of our aggregation methods can be extended to multi-choice event settings theoretically,
the performance of these multi-choice extensions may not be as good as their binary counterparts. Because,
in general, in multi-choice event settings, there are more latent variables to be estimated, but the amount
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of the input data does not increase. For example, we need more parameters to model the error rates of
predictions of an agent in VI and in surrogate scoring rules. In contrast, the number of events with the 3 or
more same number of outcomes is smaller than the number of binary events in most of the existing datasets
or application scenarios. Therefore, if we use these extended methods on multi-choice events, the estimates
of the latent variables may be more noisy, leading to more noisy aggregated predictions.
An alternative and more practical way to address the multi-choice event settings is to apply directly the
peer assessment scores of agents derived on binary events into the aggregation of multi-choice-event predic-
tions. In both GJP and HFC projects, agents face both binary events and multi-choice events. Therefore, we
can apply this approach on datasets of these two projects. Note that we still do not use any ground truth infor-
mation here. The experimental results using Brier score and log score as the accuracy metric are presented
in Table 8, 9 and Table 4, 6 (multi-choice event column). The results also show a consistent and significant
advantage of using the PAS-aided aggregators. The success in this approach also suggest that agents have
consistent relative accuracy in making predictions on both binary events and multi-choice events when they
are compared with each other.
Scores Base aggr. G2 G3 G4 H1 H2 H3
SSR Mean .136 .145 .109 .518 .524 .419Logit .083 .127 .067 .498 .507 .461
VIS Mean .097 .126 .101 .521 .530 .406Logit .069 .125 .061 .496 .518 .448
EMS Mean .133 .129 .114 .515 .525 .415Logit .079 .126 .072 .487 .509 .460
Mean (benchmark) .243 .232 .239 .534 .526 .445
Logit (benchmark) .147 .149 .161 .500 .505 .462
VI (benchmark) .083 .190 .186 .840 .805 .592
Table 8: The mean Brier scores of different aggregators on multiple-choice events of 6 datasets. The best
mean Brier score among benchmarks on each dataset is marked by bold font. The mean Brier scores of 8
PAS-aided aggregators that outperform the best of benchmarks on each dataset is highlighted in green; those
outperforming the second best of benchmarks are highlighted in yellow; the worst mean Brier scores over
all aggregators on each dataset are highlighted in red.
4 Peer-assessment-score-aided (PAS-aided) Aggregators Using Other Peer
Prediction Scores
Besides proxy scoring rules and surrogate scoring rules, there are several other peer prediction methods that
reward agents’ predictions without using the ground truth information. However, most of these methods do
not totally rely on the underlying accuracy of agents. In this section, we present the experimental results of
using these peer prediction methods in the PAS-aided aggregators. The aggregators are the same to Algo-
rithm 1. The only difference is that the PAS is computed by one of three other peer prediction mechanisms,
the output agreement (Waggoner and Chen, 2014), the peer truth serum (Radanovic et al., 2016) and the
correlated agreement (Shnayder et al., 2016). We denote these scores by OAS, PTS, CAS correspondingly.
The results using Brier score as the accuracy metric are presented in Table 10. The results show that these
scores-aided aggregators generally have better performance than those of the benchmarks on GJP and HFC
datasets. But the improvements in the MIT datasets are not so significant as the PAS-aided aggregators we
presented in Section 3 of the main content.
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Scores Base aggr. G2 G3 G4 H1 H2 H3
SSR Mean .320 .296 .254 .956 .966 .785Logit .188 .225 .149 .894 .939 .898
VIS Mean .208 .255 .227 .969 .980 .763Logit .129 .220 .130 .913 .962 .865
EMS Mean .439 .317 .332 .963 .982 .833Logit .324 .232 .211 .890 .954 .916
Mean (benchmark) .509 .484 .490 .992 .981 .839
Logit (benchmark) .298 .295 .309 .921 .947 .893
VI (benchmark) .202 .448 .438 1.939 1.859 1.464
Table 9: The mean log scores of different aggregators on multiple-choice events of 6 datasets. The best
mean log score among benchmarks on each dataset is marked by bold font. The mean log scores of 8 PAS-
aided aggregators that outperform the best of benchmarks on each dataset is highlighted in green; those
outperforming the second best of benchmarks are highlighted in yellow; the worst mean log scores over all
aggregators on each dataset are highlighted in red.
Score Base aggr. G1 G2 G3 G4 H1 H2 H3 M1a M1b M1c M2 M3 M4a M4b
OAS Mean .145 .088 .077 .068 .152 .180 .129 .574 .221 .421 .500 .443 .543 .414logit .107 .055 .074 .042 .102 .183 .119 .844 .252 .620 .572 .579 .629 .503
PTS Mean .180 .074 .071 .085 .183 .191 .122 .359 .125 .125 .506 .446 .536 .282logit .120 .053 .069 .042 .148 .192 .116 .587 .066 .046 .564 .590 .686 .325
CAS Mean .181 .080 .104 .110 .218 .199 .140 .340 .126 .114 .511 .442 .536 .282logit .121 .052 .064 .055 .166 .195 .136 .547 .056 .058 .584 .568 .686 .325
Mean (benchmark) .206 .174 .114 .151 .212 .184 .143 .452 .347 .347 .480 .441 .473 .333
Logit (benchmark) .116 .080 .066 .065 .136 .174 .122 .681 .433 .357 .500 .562 .663 .485
VI (benchmark) .213 .072 .082 .085 .306 .350 .163 .595 .037 .000 .841 .610 .733 .345
SP (benchmark) nan nan nan nan nan nan nan .520 .200 .320 .900 .525 .689 .600
Table 10: The mean Brier scores of different aggregators on binary events of 14 datasets. The best mean
Brier score among benchmarks on each dataset is marked by bold font. The mean Brier scores of 6 PAS-
aided aggregators that outperform the best of benchmarks on each dataset are highlighted in green; those
outperforming the second best of benchmarks are highlighted in yellow; the worst mean Brier scores over
all aggregators on each dataset are highlighted in red.
5 Datasets
Several datasets have been collected for the purpose of evaluating human forecasting systems. In this paper,
we will focus on using 14 such datasets to evaluate our proposed PAS-aided aggregators. These datasets
come from three resources, the Good Judgement Project (GJP), the Hybrid Forecasting Project (HFC) and
the MIT datasets.
• GJP datasets (Atanasov et al., 2016) contain 4 sub-datasets on forecasts on geopolitical forecasting
questions. The data was collected from 2011 to 2014. Both the questions and the participant popu-
lations differ each year. We denote the dataset collected each year from G1 to G4. When collecting
the forecasts, the participants were given different treatments. Some were given probabilistic training.
Some were teaming up and allowed to discuss with each other before giving their own predictions.
The accuracy at the participant level has been shown to be influenced by the treatments (Atanasov
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et al., 2016), and some participants were identified as “superforecasters” (Mellers et al., 2015), who
have consistently high prediction accuracy across different forecasting questions.
• HFC datasets (IARPA, 2019) contain 3 sub-dataset collected in 2018 on geopolitical as well as eco-
nomics forecasting questions. We denote the sub-dataset collected by the Hughes Research Laborato-
ries (HRL) with participants recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) as H1, the sub-dataset
collected by IRAPA with participants recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) as H2, and the
sub-dataset collected by IRAPA with participants recruited via invitation and recommendation as H3.
These datasets record multiple predictions that an agent made at different dates for an event. We used
the final prediction of each agent on each forecasted event.
• MIT datasets contain 7 datasets (denoted as M1a, M1b, M1c, M2, M3, M4a, M4b (Prelec et al., 2017))
collected on 7 behavior studies and were used to test forecast aggregation methods. Questions cover
the capital of states, the price interval that artworks belong to, and some trivial knowledge. Datasets
differ in questions and populations. These datasets contain only binary questions. Datasets M1c, M2,
M3 contain votes as well as the confidence of a prediction (answer). We interpret the confidence
together with the vote into a probabilistic prediction, with the confidence on the voted outcome as
the predicted happening probability of that outcome. The rest datasets contain only votes. All of the
7 datasets also contain the additional information, the prediction from an agent on the percent of
the whole population that has the same vote with him/her on each event. The datasets were created
in developing and evaluating the surprising popular algorithm, which can theoretically identify the
correct answer with this additional information, even when the majority vote is wrong.
We filtered some questions and participants on the datasets such that each question has at least 10
answers and each participant has answered at least 15 questions. This filter aims to eliminate from the
datasets the inactive users, who are more likely to have poor predictions and more difficult to evaluate their
true performance, and also aims to eliminate the questions which do not have sufficient predictions to make
a meaningful aggregation. It turned out that the filter only filtered out a few users in GJP and HFC datasets
and a few questions in HFC datasets. The rest are not influenced. Table 11,12 list several important facts
about each dataset. We summarize the main differences between these datasets as follows:
• GJP and HFC datasets have much more participants and predictions per question than those of MIT
datasets.
• Questions in GJP and HFC datasets are relatively easier than those in MIT datasets in the sense that
the majority vote algorithm gets higher correct ratio in binary questions in GJP and HFC datasets than
in binary questions in the MIT datasets.
• GJP and HFC datasets contain multiple-choice questions, while MIT datasets do not.
6 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. The expected Brier score of a prediction pij on an event with true happening probability qi is
Eyi∼Bern(qi)[S
Brier(pij , yi)]
=qi · 2(pij − 1)2 + (1− qi) · 2(pij − 0)2
=(qi − pij)2 + qi(1− qi)
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Items G1 G2 G3 G4 H1 H2 H3 M1a M1b M1c M2 M3 M4a M4b
# of questions (original) 94 111 122 94 88 88 88 50 50 50 80 80 90 90
# of agents (orginal) 1972 1238 1565 7019 768 678 497 51 32 33 39 25 20 20
After applying the filter
# of questions 94 111 122 94 72 80 86 50 50 50 80 80 90 90
# of agents 1409 948 1033 3086 484 551 87 51 32 33 39 25 20 20
Avg. # of answers per question 850.56 533.46 368.74 1301.04 188.40 251.5 33.2 50.88 31.98 33 38.99 17.5 20 19.99
Avg. # of answers per agent 56.74 62.46 43.55 39.63 28.03 36.5 32.8 49.88 49.96 50 79.97 60 90 89.5
Majority vote correct ratio (%) 0.90 0.92 0.95 0.96 0.88 0.86 0.92 0.58 0.76 0.74 0.61 0.68 0.62 0.72
Table 11: Statistics about binary-event datasets from GJP, HFC and MIT datasets
Items G1 G2 G3 G4 H1 H2 H3
# of questions 8 24 42 43 81 80 86
# of agents selected 1409 948 1033 3086 484 551 87
Avg. # of answers per question 945.25 566.25 341.8 1104.58 136.30 202.99 26.03
Avg. # of answers per agent 5.37 14.34 13.9 15.39 22.81 30.20 29.32
Majority vote correct ratio 0.88 0.96 0.90 0.88 0.57 0.61 0.68
Table 12: Statistics about multiple-choice-event datasets from GJP and HFC datasets
The aggregated prediction with weight u is qˆu =
∑
j∈M ujpij , which is a random variable with expec-
tation E[qˆu] = qi and variance Var[qˆu] =
∑
i∈M u
2
jσ
2
j . Thus, the expected Brier score of u-weighted mean
aggregator on event j is
Eqˆu
[
Eyi∼Bern(qi)
[
SBrier(pij , yi)
]]
=
∑
j∈M
u2jσ
2
j + qi(1− qi)
For any j, j′ such that σj < σ′j but uj < u
′
j , if we swap uj and u
′
j to get a new weight vector u
′, then
obviously,
∑
i∈M u
′
j
2σ2j <
∑
i∈M u
2
jσ
2
j , and the expected Brier score of this new weight u
′ is decreased. In
fact, by Cauchy-schwarz inequality the weight vector w that minimizes
∑
i∈Mw
2
jσ
2
j , thus minimizing the
expected Brier score on any event i, is given by wj =
σ−1j∑
j′∈M σ
−1
j′
.
Finally, by law of large number, lim|N |→∞ s¯Brierj − 1|N |
∑
i∈N qi(1− qi) = σ2j . Therefore, when |N | is
sufficiently large, w is in the inverse order of the mean Brier scores.
7 Discussion
Peer-assessment-scores-aidedVI andSP We can also run theVI andSP on a subset of agents with higher
peer assessment scores. However, we have not seen significant improvement in the performance. We found
in experiments that the outputs of VI are always very extreme, i.e., close to 0 or 1 on an outcome, and are
sensitive to the input labels. When the number of agents reduce gradually, the outputs of VI vary a lot. The
same problem happens on SP as well, as it outputs indicator vectors rather than probabilistic predictions.
We guess this is the reason why applying a subset of agents higher accuracy on these two aggregators do not
work well.
Iterative peer-assessment-scores-aided aggregation Peer-assessment-scores-aided aggregators provide
aggregated predictions for each event. We also can use these aggregated predictions as the proxy in the
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proxy scoring rules like using the other aggregators and then compute a new proxy score for each agent. This
process can be done by iterations. As we demonstrated that the peer-assessment-scores-aided aggregators
are more accurate in general, the new scores should be expected be more accurate. However, this turned
out to be false in practice. We used this iterative processes on MIT datasets by removing one bottom agent
in an iteration until only a small subset of agents was left. We only observed the improvement in the final
prediction accuracy on MIT2 when EMS was used and no improvement with other peer assessment scores.
However, the final performance should depend on how we aggregate predictions, eliminate agents in each
iteration and how we choose the stop condition. There hopefully exists some iterative process that may
generate more accurate predictions. We leave this as a future research direction.
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